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Abstract
Entrepreneurship potential amongst indigenous groups (such as the Herero people in Namibia) should be considered
a courageous idea to encourage development in the community and the development of indigenous people within a
particular economy. This paper explores the role of indigenous entrepreneurship as it pertains to a Namibian specific
indigenous tribe (Herero people in the Otjinene village). It is the argument of the researcher that the diverse
Namibian culture could be a distinctive advantage for social and indigenous entrepreneurship, as it makes room for
some of the essential traits of an entrepreneur, namely: innovation, creativity, perseverance and self-confidence. An
empirical investigation guided by extensive research methods was used to conduct research in Namibia amongst the
Herero people in the eastern region (Otjinene Village) of Namibia. These methods are storytelling, in-depth
interviews. This paper reveals that Herero people in Namibia have the potential to be indigenous entrepreneurs.
Keywords: entrepreneurship, Namibia, innovation, Herero people
1. Introduction
The greatest of human endowments as described by Ottih (2000) are intelligence and entrepreneurship, because
besides living things, every other thing in the world is a product of human intelligence and entrepreneurship. The
concept of entrepreneurship has been defined by various scholars differently across multiple disciplines Schumpeter
(1954). To a psychologist, an entrepreneur is one who usually takes a goal directed action for the fulfilment of a
particular need. This is usually due to the need to obtain or attain something, to experiment, accomplish or in some
instances escape authority from others (Hisrich et al., 2008). However, the purpose of this paper is to explore the
entrepreneurial potential amongst a special and unique group of people in Namibia, namely the Herero people in the
Otjinene Village. For Namibia as a nation to achieve its Vision 2030, exploring entrepreneurship as grassroots’ level
will be important for a prosperous economic outlook.
The Republic of Namibia is situated in the south western corner of Africa, bordering South Africa, Botswana and
Angola in the North. Namibia is a vast country of 823 145 square kilometres, accommodating an estimated 2.3
million people. Namibia is one of the most sparsely populated regions in sub-Saharan Africa, and the rich diversity
of its people in culture, language and racial origin is hard to equal. The country has eleven (11) ethnic groups of
people namely; Oshiwambo, Okavango, Caprivians, Herero, Khoi-Khoi, Nama, Damara, Basters, Afrikaners,
Germans and Coloureds. Most of the ethnic groups have sub-tribes who speak local dialects. This paper will explore
the entrepreneurial initiatives of the Herero people who reside in the Otjinene village.
This paper is a result of ethnographic research conducted by the author among the Herero people in Namibia in the
Otjinene village. First the paper will give an account on the Western literature; thereafter a brief history about the
Herero people in Namibia will be outlined. This will be followed by the context of indigenous enterprises in Namibia
(the Otjinene village), methodology, and discussion reflecting back on the literature, conclusion and
recommendations.
2. Exploring the Importance of the Problem
Entrepreneurship amongst the Herero people in Namibia is worth exploring, as the country is in need of producing
entrepreneurs for the success of its economy. Entrepreneurial success stories on the African continent are prominent
amongst the “Yoruba women” in Nigeria and it is important the Namibia learns from these best practice models (A.
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Ajayi, personal communication, January 28, 2014). It is a known trend in the entrepreneurship literature to discuss
entrepreneurship mostly in terms of corporate entrepreneurship. However, in this twenty first (21st) century due to
globalisation there has been an increase interest amongst scholars in the developed and developing world to look into
the quality and depth of issues pertaining to indigenous people (Anderson and Giberson, 2004). Recently,
ground-breaking research in terms of how scholars view indigenous entrepreneurship, the role of small firms in
fostering economic development (mostly with regard to creation of self-employment and self-determination) and the
rationale for fostering an entrepreneurial culture has been published. Few exploratory studies pertaining to
entrepreneurship with reference to Namibian Herero people has been identified to date. This exploratory paper is the
first of its kind to be conducted by a Namibian on Namibian soil.
Academic research related to entrepreneurship as a general concept in Namibian is rare to find, with no studies
looking into indigenous entrepreneurial taking amongst the Otjiherero people in the Otjinene village in Namibia.
This problem is worth exploring due to a lack of skilled people in the area of entrepreneurship in Namibia (Africa),
although the government of Namibia is trying to encourage all citizens to get actively involved in entrepreneurial
initiative’s, acknowledging the fact that resources are limited (V. Ankama, personal communication, November 10,
2008).
When Namibians engage in entrepreneurial activities they will secure a better future for tomorrow, but it has been a
challenge for communities in the Otjinene village as they have limited access to employment opportunities and lose
motivation during their free time. Therefore, an increasing number of people in villages such as Otjinene indulge
themselves in delinquent activities such as stealing and drug, alcohol and substance abuse. They become isolated and
have little or no hope for the future. The people who lose hope are mostly the young people of the Otjinene village
whom are viewed as the leaders of tomorrow as indicated in the World Bank Reports. It is unfortunate that the
potential of young people is often obscured by concerns with the anti-social activities of some young people as a
response to their economic and social situation.
According Ahmed (1993), people should be viewed as an essential human resource, which has edge over the
physical resources in contributing to the development, as human resources will in turn make use of the physical
resources. For the people in the Otjinene village to fully develop their entrepreneurial potential an investment in
human capital is required. Most of the innovative and creative ideas amongst the Herero people in Otjinene are
deeply embedded in their cultural values. The researcher is of the opinion that when people are skilled and their
aspirations and drives are met, they can play an important role in the development of their community, in fact also
for the well-being of a larger Namibian economy.
It is relevant to argue at this point in time that most entrepreneurship research does not take into account the fact that
physical and human resource complement each other and, in particular, in indigenous communities where capital
investment is very low, their core strength is in human resources, in particular the traditional skills people possess
and their indigenous knowledge. This paper intends to address this gap of limited research amongst indigenous
people in Namibia (in particular the Herero people) with regard to human resource potential, in particularly the views
of the Otjinene people, as it pertains to entrepreneurship. The next section of the paper will look at the review of
related literature.
3. Review of Related Literature
Entrepreneurship is of growing interest in both the developing and developed world. Nowadays the first people (as
we also refer to them as indigenous people) talked about indigenous entrepreneurship. Indigenous people refer to the
Canadian First Nations, Maori People of New Zealand and the Aboriginal People of Australia. Indigenous people are
defined by language, ancestral history or any people who occupied a particular territory before the arrival of the
settlers (Dana, 2005). In the Namibian context we will refer to the Khoi-Khoi people as indigenous people for the
purpose of this paper. The Khoi-Khoi people have a close link with the Namibian Herero people. Numerous studies
pertaining to issues related to indigenous entrepreneurship indicated that many countries on the African continent see
development of entrepreneurship as the primary route to achieve industrialisation and economic development.
According to Peredo et.al (2004) indigenous people from around the world have suffered greatly over the years, from
chronic poverty, lower education and poor health. Given this background, entrepreneurial issues amongst Namibian
Herero people become critical to look into. The roots of the concept emerged in the thirteenth century, and originated
from a French word, “enterprendre”, which refers to taking one’s own hand and do something (Venter et.al. 2008).
In the middle ages the term entrepreneur was used to describe both an actor and a person who is able to manage large
production projects. Large production projects did not usually give the entrepreneur room to take risks, but simply
managing the projects using the resources provided by the state. In the eighteenth 18th century the concept of
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entrepreneurship was introduced in the business context and Richard Cantillon (1755), a French economist was the
first to discuss entrepreneurs as risk takers. Other prominent scholars such as Say and Mill in Nieman et.al. (2003)
also linked entrepreneurship to risks. Cochran in Nieman et.al. (2003) continued to view an entrepreneur as a risk
taker. Shapero and Saskol in Nieman et.al. (2003) found that in most definitions of entrepreneurship, there is an
agreement that we are talking about the kind of behaviour that includes the acceptance of risks.
It is the argument of Zaleznik and Kets de Vries that an entrepreneurial personality includes “the urge to take risks”,
and the stubborn resistance to change. Except the risk component new views on entrepreneurship emerged in the
nineteenth (19th) century in which entrepreneurship is viewed as comprising of special skills and traits (Nieman et al.
2003). The growing interest of entrepreneurs as agents of change was bolstered by the theoretical work of Joseph
Schumpeter in the twentieth (20th) century. Schumpeter was an Austrian economist who provided deeper insights by
linking the theory of entrepreneurship to economic change (Schumpeter, 1954: 131-142). It was the notion of
Schumpeter that economic growth does not necessarily arise from capital accumulation, but from innovation and
creativity. He argued that equilibrium is predominant in an economic system. After realising that innovation is
critical for growth Schumpeter realised that innovation has to be implemented by someone, and the ability to break
with established practice was primarily related to individual entrepreneurs. A critical dimension of entrepreneurship
in the Western literature is that it demands a specific type of personality, which can be viewed differently to that of
an ordinary person. Exploratory ethnographic research such as this (of Herero people) can add substantially to the
academic literature on entrepreneurship. The next section of this paper will look into the history and cultural
background of the Namibian Herero people.
4. History and Cultural Background of the Namibian Herero People
Hereroland with less than 150 000 inhabitants, covers an extensive area of 44 756 square kilometres. The area known
as Herero land East (Otjinene, Otjozondjou and Omongwa) forms part of the present Omaheke region in central
eastern part of the country. Topographically Hereroland forms part of the northern Kalahari zone, which is a flat,
sandy region with permanent dunes in the eastern part. As nomadic pastoralists, the Herero people wandered across
large tracts of land after embarking on their southerly migration from Kaokoland during the middle of the eighteenth
(18th) century. Numerous wars against the Nama as well as the German forces, further contributed to the dispersal
over a vast area stretching from Damaraland in the west to the Botswana border in the east, and even beyond. It is
clear that these events together with extensive acculturation have exerted tremendous influence on the lifestyle and
the entrepreneurial culture on all spheres of national life (Malan, 1995).
After residing in Kaokoland and adjacent parts of the Republic of Angola for almost two decades, severe drought
caused the Herero people to migrate south. The marginal habitat of Kaokoland’s semi-arid grasslands was such a
nature that it could not withstand the detrimental effects of overgrazing and overpopulation, thereby further
necessitating the migration. As a reasonable number of Otjiherero people settled in the central parts of the country,
conflict with the Oorlams from Vaalgras, who were moving in the northerly direction from the Cape Province,
became inevitable (Malan, 1995). In 1830, the first clash between the Herero people and the Oorlam Chief Jonker
Afrikaner occurred in the vicinity of the present Windhoek. Jonker’s dream of a powerful empire north of Windhoek
eventually induced him to break a treaty which he had earlier signed with Hugo Hahn under the influence of the
missionaries. This was a fierce attack on the Herero people of Okahandja, and many people lost lives and a large
number of cattle were seized. The years which followed the raids had to be continued, because Jonker settled his
heavy debts for liquor and merchandise with Herero cattle. The next section of this paper will look at the Otjinene
village.
5. The Otjinene Village
Otjinene village is situated three hundred and forty kilometres (340 from) Windhoek. As the researcher drove into
the village, from a distance the communities could be noticed in full swing busy with their daily entrepreneurial
activities. These activities amongst many others include the herding of cows, self-set up local jewellery and
ornament shops which disappear during the light nights, and all the roads are cleared as if there were no business
activities during the day. It is important to highlight at this point in time that Otjinene is a living village by day and
night. Furthermore, school kids can be noticed at a distance going for their first “uit naweek” (weekend away from
boarding school) with suitcases on their heads in straight line with barefoot to local cattle post nearby. Most people
in the Otjinene village are constantly engaged in an entrepreneurial act without been fully aware. The paper will look
into the context of enterprise in the next section.
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Figu
ure 1. Researcher with commuunity memberss
6. The Con
ntext of Enterprise of the Herero
H
People
Traditionallly the Herero pastoralists fo
ollowed a nom
madic lifestyle w
with their largge herds of catttle, as some oof their
kinsmen in
n Kaokoland sttill do today. Cattle
C
especiallly the cow de scribes the Heerero person annd carries signnificant
meaning fo
or them. Nowaadays, nomadiic movements of the Hereroo people are reestricted as moost people havve now
erected perrmanent dwelliing places. To
o cope with thee limited availlability of wateer and grazingg they move too cattle
posts as an
n alternative. Young
Y
men ofteen have the tassks to move w
with the cattle tto utilise seasoonal grazing, buut they
always retu
urn to the maain village aftter a few mon
nths when graazing conditioons improve (G
G. Basson, peersonal
communicaation, 15 Octob
ber 2013).

bserving animaals in the earlyy hours of the m
morning
Figure 2. Ob
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Figure 3. Ch
hickens are also
o slaughtered ffor income in O
Otjinene
b described ass the life of thee Herero peoplle, strict controol measures arre enforced to pprotect
Since cattlee can indeed be
the interestt of all partiess concerned. Large-scale
L
estrrangement of stock is usuallly not permitteed because theere are
people who
ose material welfare
w
is at staake, and otherss who live witth the hope off inheriting enoough cattle to enable
them to maake a living orr survival. Thee managementt of livestock iis based on thhe principle thaat there is no pprivate
ownership of cattle in thee true sense. The
T inheritance of livestock iss an importantt and critical diimension in thhe lives
of the Hereero people. An
n external facto
or that is exertiing a far-reachhing influence on the econom
mic life of the H
Herero
people is the high degrree of acculturration to whicch they have been exposedd. To a certaiin degree the whole
technology
y has been exteensively conforrmed to that off the European culture, with w
which they havve been in conttact for
centuries. Most
M of the Herero women still
s wear the Victorian-style
V
e dresses introdduced by the w
wives of the G
German
missionariees, and furnishiing and constru
uction of their houses have un
undergone majoor changes.
Despite sig
gnificant chang
ges offered thro
ough the modeern technologyy, education andd training, most Herero peopple still
cherish far above anythin
ng else the ideaa of people being cattle farm
mers. This is onne of many reaasons and som
me even
unknown th
hat they do nott offer servicess on the labour market, but thhis does not meean that they arre not entreprenneurial.
They have deeply inheren
nt characteristiics that could make
m
them outsstanding entreppreneurs. In thhe next section of this
paper we will
w discuss the methodology use to carry ou
ut this study.
7. Methodology
c
develloping country
y perspectives on
o entrepreneuurship has beenn written, this ppaper is uniquee in the
Although countless
sense that it looks into an
a ethnic comm
munity who maake their liveliihood from catttle (livestock)). This paper aaims to
explore thee entrepreneuriial activities off the Herero peeople in Namiibia. In order tto contextualisee and understaand the
entrepreneu
urial activities of the Namib
bian Herero peeople it was ffirst critical to explore and uunderstand thee basic
entrepreneu
urial concepts by means of literature.
l
To ensure
e
that vallidity is enhannced, triangulaation of methodds was
deemed as essential. Triaangulation of methods
m
is quieet often used inn social sciences and businesss research beccause it
gives the research
r
observ
ver the chancee to observe th
he activities unnfolding in the communities at first hand ((Asika,
1991). Purp
posive samplin
ng techniques were
w
used with
hin the village of Otjinene, bbecause there w
were specific ffarmers
whom the researcher tarrgeted. This was
w deliberately
y done. The rresearcher alsoo interviewed local small m
medium
enterprise owners random
mly. In total 50 (fifty) peoplle have been iinterviewed in the Otjinene district. This ssample
constitutes farmers, smaall scale entrep
preneurs and young unempployed people (Table 1.1 shows breakdoown of
respondentts).
Table 1. Reespondents gro
oupings
Group
Farmers
SME own
ners
Unemployed youth
TOTAL
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An in-depth
h literature rev
view coupled by
b participant observation
o
andd in depth oral interviews waas conducted w
with the
Herero peo
ople in Otjinen
ne. Participant observation was
w an effectivee method to caarry out this reesearch as signnificant
meaning iss carried by th
he Herero peop
ple through un
nspoken and w
written text. O
Oral interviews gave the reseearcher
first-hand cultural
c
experieence about the spoken words of the Herero people.

Fig
gure 4. Commu
unity interview
ws in Otjinene
8. Findings on the Hererro People in Terms
T
of Acad
demic Literatu
ure
Entrepreneeurship from itts definition in
n the thirteenth
h century meaans, it is the pprocess by whiich people takke their
hands and “do something
g”. As we scan
nned through th
he literature revview of this paaper it is clear tthat entrepreneeurship
has been asssociated with the risks comp
ponent as was highlighted byy Schumpeter. The findings oof this paper inn terms
of the relatted literature in
ndicates that en
ntrepreneurship
p in the Namibbian Herero coontext should bbe viewed in teerms of
the mannerr in which ind
dividuals within
n the Otjinene village strive for their persoonal developm
ment through faarming
for their own
o
benefit an
nd those aroun
nd them. Most of the peoplle interviewedd felt that riskk taking is a ccritical
componentt for famers in the Otjinene village,
v
as you constantly do not know wheen the cows coould get sick orr when
the next raainfall will fall.. If we reflect back to the litterature (in Secction 3) Richarrd Cantillon (11755) talks aboout the
essence of taking risks as an entrepren
neur. There is a strong similaarity in terms oof the way thaat entrepreneurrship is
viewed in terms of the liiterature in (Seection 3), and the findings ffrom this studyy in the Otjineene village. It can be
noted in the literature thaat innovation iss generally affeected by personnal factors succh as tolerance,, ambiguity annd risks
taking. In order
o
to cope with
w these latterr mentioned faactors people inn Otjinene neeeds assistance in dealing withh issues
of ambiguiity, self-confid
dence as they find themselv
ves in vulnerab
able situations in their day tto day lives. G
Giving
guidance and
a assistance is very importtant as most of the farmers iin Otjinene doo not own manny livestock too make
them full-ffledged entrepreneurs. It is cleear that the Naamibian Hereroo people are cat
attle farmers, annd are less conncerned
about sellin
ng their livesto
ock on a flea market.
m
Howev
ver their entreppreneurial spirrit and potentiaal is evident thhrough
their determ
mination to move
m
around with livestock th
hrough severee drought condditions. In term
ms of entreprenneurial
personality
y traits risk tak
king is also prrominent. Stron
ng traits of so cial entrepreneeurship are evvident in realityy as is
reflected in
n the literaturee. The primary
y motive is no
ot necessarily pprofit, but thatt livestock hass to be inheriteed and
carried oveer across generrations. Howev
ver, as the reseearcher engageed in lengthy ddiscussions wiith some respoondents
there is alsso a strong sen
nse of mistrustt amongst them
m. This is mosstly as a resultt of jealousy. Other factors posing
major challenges to indig
genous entrepreneurs in Otjin
nene are lack oof capital, inaddequate supporrt from the Nam
mibian
governmen
nt and a poor market
m
to sell th
heir locally pro
oduced productts and servicess. Another critiical point highllighted
by the indiigenous entrep
preneurs in Otjinene is that even
e
if loans aare available thhe collateral iss extremely higgh and
farmers wiill be unable to
o gain access to
t funding. Ch
hanges in technnology and edducation have bbrought a num
mber of
changes to the lifestyle of
o the Herero people,
p
but theey have a cultuure which is deeeply embeddeed which at alll times
requires fin
nding a balancce between enttrepreneurship and business. From the ethnnographic studdy it is clear thhat the
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Herero people have deeply embedded entrepreneurial cultural traits. In summary if we look back on the literature and
the illustrative framework, it is undisputable that culture has an impact on how the people in Otjinene views
entrepreneurship and a collaboration between the rural and urban communities is required to change the current
situation in which the Otjinene people find themselves.
9. Conclusion and Recommendations
It is no doubt that development of indigenous entrepreneurial activities in Namibia will sustainably improve the
economic and social standing of the nation. For any entrepreneurial activity to be a success it relies strongly on the
entrepreneurial spirit of the individuals within the community. Through this exploratory study it is evident that the
community has strong inherent entrepreneurial traits, but will need training in the areas of planning, business skills
and how to best build lasting trust relationships. These qualities will certainly enhance community spirit to build
sustainable enterprises.
In the absence of abundant resources, Namibia Herero people view entrepreneurship as the ability of a Herero men or
women to own cattle (cows). Although not the entire community is highly educated the Herero people perform
entrepreneurial functions guided by their culture. Although they do not perform the entrepreneurial functions in an
open marketplace, they perform their entrepreneurial functions within their clan and extended family through
inheritance. This explains the deeply cultural embedded entrepreneurial traits of the Herero people. Given their
strong belief in cultural rituals they are one of the few ethnic groups that could succeed in business while maintaining
their culture at the same time which could be carried over across generations.
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